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WHAT IS AI IN MARKETING?

Al in marketing is a technique that uses data and machine

learning to provide campaigns that help brands reach their

goals more efficiently.

The majority of marketers use Al for market research, 

data science, and real-time campaign analysis.

Almost every marketing campaign nowadays relies on 

data to some extent.

Customer behavior is utilized to display relevant 

messages at the correct time, to personalize marketing 

messages in real time, or to act on the findings 

immediately.

Many analysts anticipate that Al will entirely shift 

within the next two years, with chatbots taking over 

85% of customer service conversations.



Dynamic Product Recommendations

Amazon's use of Al to propose products to users is by far the most well-known example of artificial intelligence in marketing.

Amazon's Al analyzes a person's previous purchases and viewing habits to determine the things they are most likely to

purchase next.
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Dynamic Pricing

Car rental companies, hotels, and a variety of other businesses utilize Al to track purchasing habits and find the most

competitive pricing. They can then offer customers pricing based on external factors and their purchasing trends.

Similarly, many E-commerce stores employ Al to monitor competitor prices as well as internal parameters (such as expenses,

etc.) in order to change pricing to an optimal level of competitiveness.
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Personalizing

Spotify's Al analyzes each user's listening history to recommend other artists, recordings, or playlists that should suit their

musical preferences.

They utilize a sophisticated algorithm to accomplish this:
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Customer Service

More and more businesses are turning to Al to help them save customer service costs. Augmented messaging, directing

support messages to suitable agents, and enhancing phone help are just a few of the use cases for AI in customer service.

Here's an example of how Al assists with website inquiries:
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Email Marketing

Personalization is one of the most difficult difficulties that email marketers face today. Buyers appear to prefer emails that talk

directly to them. And they disregard the rest.

This means that email marketers must improve the relevance of any messages they send out.

And this is where Al comes in. Artificial intelligence assists marketers in being more relevant to their audience by analyzing

customer behavior and interests and segmenting them based on those results.
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customer behavior and interests and segmenting them based on those results.

Sending time optimization, dynamic email content with specific product recommendations targeted to a recipient, and much

more are examples of the aforementioned.



Content Marketing

Al also assists advertisers in improving their content.

Various tools can be used to examine the audience's interests in order to generate better topic ideas. Marketers may grasp the

purpose of their audience by working with others. They can then find elements that will help their content rank higher in

search results, for example.

SEMrush, for example, use Al to investigate themes and provide various techniques that may assist engage the audience.
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Content Analysis and Improvement

Various Al-powered systems enable content analysts and marketers to examine and improve their work.

Grammarly, for example, detects problems in grammar, spelling, and style. Based on user-defined parameters, the program

also makes recommendations for refining the content.
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